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Introduction
Phase-contrast (PC) MRI and displacement encoding with
stimulated echoes (DENSE) MRI can be used to image
heart muscle contraction, from which unique insight into
a variety of cardiac diseases can be acquired. Abnormal
function can be a result of impaired blood flow and/or tis-
sue necrosis as in coronary artery disease or other primary
diseases of the heart muscle. Accurate displacement infor-
mation is necessary for calculation of strain, which is con-
sidered a key indicator of myocardial function. We
propose a method for material point tracking using PC-
MRI and DENSE-MRI. In order to ensure accurate tissue
tracking it is important that material point displacement
is physiologically constrained. Muscle tissue maintains
constant density at all times, which through conservation
of mass this leads to the divergence of the velocity field
equaling zero. The proposed method enforces the physio-
logical constraint of incompressibility through a multi-
resolution Gauss-Seidel successive over-relaxation tech-
nique. After enforcing incompressibility material points
follow physiological tracks. This study describes the
implementation of the tissue tracking method and subse-
quent clinical trials.

Purpose
A limitation in tissue tracking and subsequent strain cal-
culations are that material point trajectories do not satisfy
the condition of incompressibility. The goal of our
research is to implement a tissue tracking algorithm that
enforces physiological constraints of myocardial displace-
ment, which can reduce the noise in both PC-MRI and
DENSE-MRI data. The algorithm enforces incompressibil-

ity through minimizing the divergence of the instant
velocity which is acquired from the data field; instantane-
ous velocity in PC-MRI, and displacement in DENSE-MRI.
Further, we evaluate the feasibility of the proposed
method using simulations.

Methods
In PC-MRI instantaneous velocity is directly encoded in
the phase of the magnetization, as opposed to DENSE-
MRI where displacement is directly encoded. If we assume
that the phase step is small enough that there is minimal
change in the velocity we can conclude the displacement
is proportional to the instantaneous velocity.

The tissue tracking method can be summarized through
three steps:

1) Removal of high frequency spatial modulations in the
velocity through Fourier analysis.

2) Enforcing tissue incompressibility through minimizing
the divergence of the velocity field. To acquire the numer-
ical solution we use an iterative multi-resolution method
with the Gauss-Seidel successive over-relaxation method.

3) Interpolation of velocity field into Lagrangian coordi-
nates in which material points are tracked through the car-
diac cycle.

The influence of limiting factors such as noise, spatial and
temporal resolution was tested using simulations of myo-
cardial motion. PC-MRI and DENSE-MRI is acquired
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using the Siemens Avanto 1.5 T MRI located at the Univer-
sity of California, at Los Angeles (UCLA). The resulting
data will be used evaluated with respect to strain calcula-
tion.

Results
Feasibility of the method has been shown for simulations
of cardiac motion that incorporate noise and magnetic
field in-homogineities, such as eddy currents and suscep-
tibility effects. After enforcing incompressibility the aver-
age divergence of the velocity field was decreased 97%,
while the mean difference between the initial versus cor-
rected displacement field data was less than 25%. RMS
error of the altered displacement compared to the true dis-
placement was significantly reduced following data
processing using the proposed tissue tracking algorithm.
Patient data is currently being acquired and analyzed.

Conclusion
The proposed method restricts data from PC-MRI and
DENSE-MRI to physiological motion. Accurate tissue
tracking is ensured through minimization of the diver-
gence of the velocity field. Simulations have shown the
feasibility of the method. Strain calculations from result-
ing data will not suffer from compression errors in the tis-
sue trajectories.
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